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Report on Admission 2015
This is to report you that the Admission Committee conducts the process of admission through online
system with the guidance of Principal Sir and the assistance of all college stuff members, Skill Hut
Company for the session 2015-16. To conduct the process we arrange 6 meetings regarding different
policy decision for Admission. A review of the admission processes are given below for details.
Review of Admission Process Adopted for the Session 2015-2016
1. Eligibility for Honours course is 45% at present. It should be 45% in aggregate as well as
60% in Honours seeking subject or its allied subject to get quality students.
2. Eligibility for General course should be 30% in aggregate as many seats are lying vacant.
3. Many students last year mentioned total marks of subject without mentioning practical
marks separately but they could not be admitted as they failed to secure qualifying marks
in practical. To ease down the problem applicant be asked to mention whether they passed
both theory and practical separately by clicking yes or no.

4. Merit point should be calculated on the basis of marks obtained in Honours seeking subject
or its allied subject if the Honours seeking subject was not studied at 10+2 level.
5. Merit list should be displayed category wise as well as subject wise.
6. Selected candidates to first click Accept button and then directed to Payment option.
7. Print copy of Application form and Acknowledgement slip must be available at any time.
8. Any correction in any phase will be reflected in the next phase of the merit list.
9. SMS should be sent only to the applicants getting chance for counseling in each phase.
10. Merit point calculation and subject allotment should be checked flawlessly.
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Report on Admission 2016
This is to report you that the Admission Committee conducts the process of admission through online
system with the guidance of Principal Sir and the assistance of all college stuff members, Skill Hut
Company for the session 2016-17. To conduct the process we arrange 5 meetings regarding different
policy decision for Admission. A review of the admission processes are given below for details.
Review of Admission Process Adopted for the Session 2016-2017
1. In subjects like History, Pol-Science, Economics etc. the cut off marks be slashed down to
45 to fill up the approved number of seats.
2. % of Pass marks in both theory and practical should be separately mentioned to ease down
the problem related with practical based subjects.
3. For History and Pol-Science (H) the condition will be based on best scoring subject
(Bengali/English/ History) or (Bengali/English/Pol-Science), respectively to get adequate
number of students in the respective subjects.
4. For Computer Science (H) the condition will be based on best scoring subject (Math/
Computer Science) to get adequate number of students in this subject.

5. Merit list should be displayed under the sub-heads of subjects followed by categories for
smoother accessibility.
6. Only selected candidates to get the Accept button and get automatically transferred to the
Payment option if the accept button is clicked.
7. Accepted, chance lost, transferred status should be updated and reflected in the merit list
instantly to ensure transparency.
8. Print copy of Application form and Acknowledgement slip must be available to applicants
through Log-in at any time for further use.
9. Any correction in any cycle is to be reflected in the following cycle of the merit list to get
quality students.
10. Form verification and subject allotment should be done separately by respective subject
exparts.
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Date: 30.07.2017

Report on Admission 2017-18
This is to report you that the Admission Committee conducts the process of admission through online
system with the guidance of Principal Sir and the assistance of all college stuff members, Skill Hut
Company for the session 2017-18. To conduct the process, we arrange 5 meetings regarding different
policy decision for Admission. A review of the admission processes is given below for details.
Review of Admission Process Adopted for the Session 2017-18
1. Eligibility:
a. 45% marks in HS (Equivalent level) for Honours in History, Pol-Science, Economics
and Computer Science.
b. 60% marks in HS (Equivalent level) for rest of the Honours subjects.
c. Pass marks (30% in aggregate) in HS (Equivalent level) for General course.
2. % of Pass marks in both theory and practical should be separately mentioned for the
practical based subjects.
3. For History and Pol-Science (H) the condition will be based on best scoring subject
(Bengali/English/ History) or (Bengali/English/Pol-Science), respectively.

4. For Computer Science (H) the condition will be based on best scoring subject (Math/
Computer Science).
5. Applicants have to fill up every field serially without skipping any points.
6. Honours subject should be offered according to the logic given.
7. Any applicant (All categories) will get single chance for a particular course.
8. Before submission applicants have to click OK for preview of the complete Form as the
printed version.
9. Merit list should be displayed under the sub-heads of Streams, subjects followed by
categories.
10. Merit list will be opened for accept from 10 am to 2pm (next day).
11. Only selected candidates will get the Accept button and get automatically transferred to the
Payment option if the accept button is clicked.
12. Accepted, chance lost, transferred status should be updated and reflected in the merit list
instantly to ensure transparency.
13. Print copy of Application form and Acknowledgement slip must be available to applicants
through Log-in at any time for further use.
14. Any correction in any cycle is to be reflected in the following cycle of the merit list.
15. SMS should be sent only to the applicants getting chance for counseling in each phase.
 New descitions
 For Philosophy (H) the condition may be on best scoring subject (Bengali/English/ Philosophy) to get
adequate number of students.
 General merit listed candidates will get the Accept button for throughout the phase and get
automatically transferred to the Payment option if the accept button is clicked.
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